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PHY-120
Household wiring

Warning: Do not connect to the wall outlet without inspection by an instructor!

Equipment Needed
House Wiring Simulator
Wires
Wirenuts
Screw Driver

LightBulbs
Cords
Wire Strippers

Simulation of Electrical Wiring in a Typical Dwelling

1.  Outlet

Examine the outlet.  Which screws are interconnected?  Which are separate?  Use the ohm meter to 
determine which terminals connect to which outlet.  Draw a diagram of the connections.

2. Switches

Examine the switches.  There are two type of switches.  Examine both, and determine with the ohm 
meter which terminals are connected for each switch position. Draw a diagram. (Hint! Homework #8!)

3. Connecting the elements

There are two ways to connect wires to outlets. The more difficult way is to bend the wire and attach it 
to the screw.  The easier way is to insert the wire into the hole, where the outlet will automatically lock
the wire in place.  To release the wire, insert a small screwdriver into the slot next to the wire.

With the ohm meter, confirm that each
hole is connected to its neighboring
terminal screw.
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4. Do not plug in without inspection by an instructor. Wire the house wiring simulator according to 
the diagram below using wires, circuit elements, and wirenuts. For this part of the experiment, use just 
a single switch.  Follow the color conventions indicated on the diagram, with black on one side of the 
diagram, and red or white on the other.

  Hot/ Black

Neutral/Red/White

       Ground

5. Test wiring to make certain there are no problems. Do this by measuring resistances between the 
indicated points with the ohm meter. Ask your instructor where the ground points are.

First, do these tests with the light bulb out of its socket

First Point Second Point        Result should be
Hot Ground infinite
Neutral Ground infinite
Hot Neutral infinite
Hot hot on outlet, switch open infinite
Hot hot on outlet, switch closed 0
Neutral neutral on outlet, switch open 0
Neutral neutral on outlet, switch closed 0
Hot center of socket, switch closed, light on 0
Hot center of socket, switch open, light off infinite
Neutral metal threaded light socket 0
Ground switch box 0
Ground outlet box 0
Ground light box 0

Now put in the light bulb into the socket
Hot neutral, switch on, light on about 30 ohms

If your board passed ALL of these tests you, call and instructor for inspection. Once inspected, you are
ready to connect up to 120 V!
Good luck!

6.  Once your simulator has been tested, disconnect it from the wall outlet.
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6.  Once your simulator has been tested, disconnect it from the wall outlet.

Challenge

7.  Now, using two double-throw switches, plan an “upstairs – downstairs” circuit.  The idea is that 
when you want to go upstairs at night, you can flip the switch at the bottom of the stairs before 
ascending.  Once at the top, this light can be shut off with a switch at the top of the stairs.  Draw your 
circuit below. Feel free to work with other groups.

8.  When the circuit is planned and built on the simulator, call an instructor over to inspect this new 
circuit.  Test the upstairs-downstairs switches with the instructor.

9. Once your simulator has been tested, disconnect it from the wall outlet.

Extra “Challenge Questions” may be presented in class.


